TURBINE ENGINE
FLIGHT TRAINING

Prairie Helicopters Inc. has moved our Transport Approved Flight Training Facility into our newly built
7634 square foot hangar and offices. We are located at the Gimli airport, just 45 minutes north of
Winnipeg, Manitoba.
Low air traffic volume at the Gimli Airport provides ideal conditions for our students to acquire radio
communication skills pilots require throughout their careers. Real life bush flying is only minutes away.
Since much of a pilot’s career will be spent flying over and into forested areas, competency and familiarity with this terrain is critical.
Our students do all their training on the turbine powered Bell 206B Jet Ranger. This is the one of the
aircraft our company uses for our commercial charter services. The Bell 206B Jet Ranger has one of
the best safety records in the industry. The vast majority of helicopter service operators utilize turbine
powered aircraft.
In addition to having the backing of veteran former Transport Canada check pilots, our Chief Flight
Instructor has many years of experience meeting the training needs of flight students. At Prairie
Helicopters Inc. we limit our class size in order to provide one-on-one training to each of our students.
Progress is based upon the student’s ability to master the required flying skills and understand the
study materials and topics. This is why so many of our graduates have been successful in finding
employment in the helicopter charter industry.
We are a Transport Canada Approved Flight Training Facility and qualified students are eligible for
Canada Student loans.
Accommodations are readily available in Gimli for out of town students. Gimli is a small, friendly community large enough to provide for all the personal needs of the student. To learn more about Gimli,
visit www.gimli.ca
We invite you to come and have a look for yourself. Check out our new classroom, meet the instructors and examine the Bell 206B turbine helicopters we use for training. Better yet, sign up for an
introductory flight with one of our instructors to get a sense of what you will be doing once you enroll
in our program! Our instructors are friendly, personable and willing to answer all your questions about
the program and training.
We strongly suggest you register early as our class sizes are limited.
The following helicopter flight training programs are offered by Prairie Helicopters Inc.:
Commercial Helicopter Pilot		
Night Rating					
Fixed Wing Conversion			

Private Helicopter Pilot
Bell 206B Rating – Turbine
Recurrent Training and Pilot Proficiency Checks

WWW.PRAIRIEHELICOPTERS.COM

REQUIREMENTS
Requirements for acceptance into our school include:
All students must have the ability to acquire a category 1 medical certificate.
You must be at least 18 years of age
If you are applying for Canada student loans:
You must have a minimum of Grade 12 or equivalent.
Mature students who are at least 19 years of age and one year out of high school also qualify.

REFUND POLICY
At Prairie Helicopters Inc. we set up a student account for each student. Once accepted, students
are expected to make a deposit. This deposit usually covers the cost of ground school, books and
5 hours of flying, depending upon which program they are enrolling in. Students then continue to
make installments as they progress through the program. The cost of ground school and books will
be deducted immediately from their account. The cost of flying is deducted from the balance on an
“as used basis” which is cost-per-hour of helicopter X hour(s) of each flight. If a student decides
that they cannot finish the program, for whatever reason, we refund whatever balance is left minus a
$ 250.00 administration fee.
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Commercial Helicopter Pilot				Cost $97,500.00
This is our full program designed to take a student with little or no experience through to becoming a
commercially licensed pilot able to pursue an occupation in the commercial helicopter industry. This
program requires full time attendance and takes 5 to 6 months to complete. Students must be 18 or
older and have a minimum of grade 12 or equivalent or have mature student status (19 years of age
and out of school for at least one year). All students must have the ability to acquire a category 1
medical certificate before being accepted into our program. The commercial program includes:
100 hours of flight time including Dual/Solo training. Flight time include
s:
a)
Familiarization – Preparation for flight;
b)
Effects of controls including airspeed changes, straight and level flight, climbs and descents 		
and turns;
c)
Hovering;
d)
Takeoff and landing;
e)
In flight emergencies;
f)
Auto-rotations into the wind, 180 degrees, 360 degrees;
g)
Advanced takeoff/landing;
h)
Operations flying including long-lining; advance hover, etc.
80 hours of ground school including:
a)
Bell 206 helicopter study which includes flight controls, engine, transmission, rotor systems, 		
operating limitations, performance, center of gravity, emergency procedures, briefings on air 		
exercises and flight safety;
b)
Air Law;
c)
Meteorology;
d)
Navigation;
e)
General Aviation;
f)
Theory of Flight
Please Note: Our commercial helicopter pilot training program is limited to a small number of students
each year. This ensures that our instructors can spend the necessary one on one time required with
each student as they acquire the skills, ability and knowledge to become successful and safe working
pilots
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Private Helicopter Pilot				Cost $48,750.00
This program is designed for someone wanting to be able to fly a helicopter privately and provides the
graduating student with a private helicopter pilot license. (Note: The private license does not allow
the graduating student to work as a commercial helicopter pilot) This program includes:
45 hours of flight time including Dual/Solo training Flight time includes:
a)
Familiarization – Preparation for flight;
b)
Effects of controls including airspeed changes, straight and level flight, climbs and descents 		
and turns;
c)
Hovering;
d)
Takeoff and landing;
e)
In flight emergencies;
f)
Auto-rotations into the wind, 180 degrees, 360 degrees;
80 hours of ground school including:
a)
Bell 206 helicopter study which includes flight controls, engine, transmission, rotor systems, 		
operating limitations, performance, center of gravity, emergency procedures, briefings on air 		
exercises and flight safety;
b)
Air Law;
c)
Meteorology;
d)
Navigation;
e)
General Aviation;
f)
Theory of Flight

Night Rating						Cost $9,500.00
		
This program trains a licensed helicopter pilot to use the instruments required to fly at night. It includes:
10 hours of night flight time
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Bell 206B Type Rating – Turbine			

Starting at

$5,000.00

This program is designed for those existing commercial helicopter pilots who only have training &
experience on the piston powered helicopters. It is an upgrade to their experience and training and
qualifies them to work in the turbine helicopter industry which greatly enhances their chances of employment.

Fixed Wing Conversion				Cost $59,000.00
This program is for those commercial licensed fixed wing (airplane) pilots who wish to acquire a commercial helicopter pilot’s license. It includes:
60 hours of flight time including Dual/Solo training. Flight time includes:
i)
Familiarization – Preparation for flight;
j)
Effects of controls including airspeed changes, straight and level flight, climbs and descents
and turns;
k)
Hovering;
l)
Takeoff and landing;
m)
In flight emergencies;
n)
Auto-rotations into the wind, 180, 360;
o)
Advanced takeoff/landing;
p)
Operations flying including long-lining; advance hover, etc.
20 hours of ground school including:
g)
Bell 206 helicopter study which includes flight controls, engine, transmission, rotor systems,
operating limitations, performance, center of gravity, emergency procedures, briefings on air exercises and flight safety;
h)
Air Law;
i)
Meteorology;
j)
Navigation;
k)
General Aviation;
l)
Theory of Flight
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Recurrent Training and Pilot Proficiency Checks

Starting at

$2,000.00

This training is limited to existing licensed helicopter pilots. Recurrent Training and Pilot Proficiency
Checks are required on an annual basis for all commercial pilots working in the industry. Our Transport Canada approved check pilot is available to perform this training and check rides as outlined in
our Transport Canada approved company operations manual.
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